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ABSTRACT
Personalization is a key aspect when developing applications tar-
geting health behaviour change. However, the use of personalized
mobile interventions for lifestyle behaviour is still in its infancy.
Based on our former research on mobile applications to support
cardiac patients in health behaviour change, we identified four key
motivations to enhance the personalization offered in applications
targeting health behaviour change. In this paper, we propose a
mixed-methods approach, using both qualitative and quantitative
data collected in prior studies, to apply personalization in the design
of health applications. Our approach consists of five steps: 1) col-
lecting data for personalization, 2) detecting patient profiles using
clustering methods, 3) understanding patient profiles using a graph-
ical representation, 4) describing patient profiles using personas,
and 5) personalizing a health application according to patient pro-
files. One of the major strengths of our approach is that it combines
established HCI techniques such as personas and data visualization
techniques with methods from big data analytics and artificial in-
telligence to identify ways to personalize health applications. We
conclude by presenting future directions to apply personalization
in the domain of health technologies.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→HCI design and evaluation
methods; • Applied computing → Health informatics; • Infor-
mation systems→ Personalization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are world’s leading cause of death,
an estimated 17.9 million people died from CVDs in 2019 [23].
After a cardiac incident, patients typically enrol in a cardiac reha-
bilitation (CR) program to foster recovery and reduce their risk
of recurrent events. A comprehensive cardiac rehabilitation pro-
gram is composed of several key components aiming at a healthy
lifestyle: parameter monitoring, education, medication, physical
activity, nutrition, smoking cessation, and stress management [2].
Depending on their risk profile, patients need to make different
modifications to their lifestyle. Some patients already have quite a
healthy lifestyle and need to make only a few changes (e.g. make
some small modifications to their eating patterns, such as eating
less salt), whereas others have a very unhealthy lifestyle and need
to drastically change their life (e.g. quit smoking, start exercising
and eat more healthy). Therefore, personalization plays a key role
in adapting the cardiac rehabilitation program to the patient’s risk
profile, and can optimally be supported by personalization tech-
niques in the mHealth applications that come into play during the
rehabilitation trajectory. In addition, it is important that patients
maintain this healthy lifestyle for their entire life.

1.1 Personalization
In the context of IT systems, personalization can be defined as
a “process that changes the functionality, interface, information
access and content, or distinctiveness of a system to increase its
personal relevance to an individual or a category of individuals”
[4]. Personalization has been applied in numerous applications,
including games for education [20], e-commerce [25], recommender
systems [5] and health applications [9].

According to the European Society of Cardiology, there is an
urging need to transform the current stratified practice of cardiovas-
cular disease management into a better personalized cardiovascular
medicine, fitting within the broader context of global patient care
[8]. However, the review of Tong et al. [19] demonstrated that the
use of personalized mobile interventions for lifestyle behaviour is
still in its infancy. Existing applications mostly personalize con-
tent and rarely personalize other features, such as intervention
timing, dosage, or delivery. Furthermore, they demonstrated that
effectiveness was higher for interventions using system-captured
data for personalization than for interventions using user-reported
data, highlighting interesting directions for future research. In this
paper, we identify key motivations why personalization is needed
for eHealth applications targeting behaviour change.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3529190.3529201
https://doi.org/10.1145/3529190.3529201
https://doi.org/10.1145/3529190.3529201
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1.2 HeartHab
In this paper, we extend the analysis of some of our former studies in
cardiac rehabilitation from the perspective of individual application
usage. Based on this analysis, we identify keymotivations to person-
alize eHealth applications targeting behaviour change. Our studies
used two variations of the HeartHab application. HeartHab [18] is
a mobile app that supports cardiac patients in acquiring a healthy
lifestyle by improving their medication adherence and increasing
their physical activity. The HeartHab application is composed of
five modules: medication adherence, physical activity, parameter
monitoring, education, and symptom reporting. In the context of
this paper, we define a module as a coherent set of features that
relates to one of the rehabilitation components such as physical
activity, medication, education, etc. Dependent on the module, the
focus is on supporting the patient in changing his/her behaviour (be-
havioural module) or assisting the patient in becoming the manager
of his/her disease (supporting module). The two behavioural mod-
ules of HeartHab are medication adherence and physical activity,
whereas the three supporting modules are parameter monitoring,
education, and symptom reporting.

All behavioural and supporting modules of HeartHab are avail-
able at all times. Within each module, there is personalization, such
as personalized exercise targets, personalized feedback about pa-
rameter values, and tailored motivational messages. However, this
personalization is rather on the level of feature mechanics (e.g.
goal-setting and target ranges) and content (e.g. motivational mes-
sages), as opposed to full-blown personalization of features based
on patient preferences, responsiveness to the intervention, and ap-
plication usage. HeartHab was evaluated in a crossover trial with
32 coronary artery disease patients. All patients were randomized
in a 1:1 ratio to telerehabilitation with the HeartHab application or
usual care. All patients used the HeartHab mobile app for 2 months.
Two patients met the exclusion criteria after randomization and
two others withdrew from the study due to a medical reason [17].

Based on the results of the crossover trial, an evolutionary ver-
sion of HeartHab was developed. This version of HeartHab evolves
over time, as the patient progresses in the rehabilitation trajectory.
The behavioural modules medication adherence and physical activ-
ity are available for a fixed period of time, whereas the supporting
modules parameter monitoring and education are available to the
patient at all times. Furthermore, the educational content provided
in the education module updates over time based on the patient’s
needs (from the patient’s and caregivers’ point of view) and prefer-
ences [16]. The supporting module to report symptoms was omitted
in the evolutionary version of HeartHab, due to limited usage in
the crossover trial and no active follow-up possibility by caregivers.
The evolutionary version of HeartHab was evaluated in a small
field study with 5 cardiac patients transitioning from rehabilitation
in the rehabilitation center to home-based rehabilitation with re-
mote monitoring. In the first week of the study, patients could use
the parameter monitoring, education and medication adherence
module. At the start of week 2, the physical activity module was
added to the application, to get the full HeartHab application. Next,
the two behavioural modules were again gradually removed. The

medication module was removed after week 2 and the physical ac-
tivity module after week 4. Two patients quit the study prematurely
due to developing co-morbidities or other personal reasons.

In the Section 2, we look at the results of both studies using the
HeartHab application. We refer to the 2 studies as respectively the
“crossover trial” and the “evolutionary study”.

1.3 Patient profiles in user-centered design
User-centered design approaches are extensively employed to de-
sign health applications for diverse patient populations. A first step
in a multidisciplinary user-centered software engineering process
is collecting and understanding requirements and user needs. As a
result of the user needs analysis, narrative artifacts such as personas
and scenarios can be created [6]. Personas represent hypothetical
archetypes of target users [12], whereas scenarios may include
personas and describe how the future system will be used [3]. In
this paper, we are interested in the development of personas as a
technique to identify directions for applying personalization in the
design of applications supporting health behaviour change.

Mulder and Yaar [11] define three approaches to create personas:
1) qualitative personas, 2) qualitative personas with quantitative
validation, and 3) quantitative (or data-driven) personas. However,
other researchers also refer to hybrid personas that use mixed meth-
ods [14]. Mixed methods, using both qualitative and quantitative
data, is even advised for creating personas [13]. Therefore, we focus
in this paper on a mixed-method approach for persona creation.
However, in essence, all methods for persona creation (qualitative,
quantitative and mixed-methods) are composed of four key steps:
(a) data collection, (b) segmentation and grouping, (c) analysis of
the qualitative and/or quantitative data, and (d) creating persona
profiles to present the user segments and their attributes as hypo-
thetical archetypes of users [14, 22, 27].

The review of Alsaadi et al. [1] demonstrated that personas
are adopted in different healthcare contexts. Data-driven, qualita-
tive and mixed approaches to persona creation have been utilized.
Data-driven approaches were most prevalent in a medical context,
whereas a mixed approach was only applied in one of the included
studies. Qualitative and mixed persona development suffered from
one major limitation, i.e. limited data size to create personas. An
example of data-driven persona creation is the study of Holden
et al. [7]. In their research, they developed biopsychosocial per-
sonas from a study of older adults with heart failure. They used
standardized surveys and medical record abstraction as input for
hierarchical cluster analysis. For each of the resulting clusters, a
persona was created.

Quantitative persona creation should go beyond mere persona
creation by targeting real use cases. In a health context, tailored
medical interventions can be designed for different subpopulations
represented by personas and evaluated to see how health outcomes
develop over time [14]. An example is the work of Vosbergen et
al. [21] regarding tailoring educational messages to patient prefer-
ences. Based on data collected in an online survey, they performed
k-means clustering [10]. For each resulting cluster, a persona was
created and rules to tailor health education were defined. The result-
ing personas were later presented to patients, letting them choose
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with which persona they could identify best. Based on the chosen
persona, tailored education was provided.

1.4 Our contribution
The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we analyze
data of our own prior studies on a persuasive health application
to get insight into why personalization is very relevant for health
applications supporting behaviour change. From this analysis, we
identify four key motivations to personalize applications targeting
health behaviour change. Next, we focus on how such a person-
alized health application can be designed by using data of prior
studies. Given the low application of mixed-methods approaches
for persona creation in healthcare [1], we develop an approach
that combines both qualitative and quantitative data to define per-
sonas representing different patient profiles. The main difference
between our approach and existing approaches for persona creation
(e.g. data-driven personas) is the addition of an extra step using a
graphical representation of patient data. This graphical represen-
tation can be used for the creation of personas and as a next step,
for the design of personalized health applications. We conclude by
highlighting some directions for future research.

2 KEY MOTIVATIONS TO PERSONALIZE
HEALTH APPLICATIONS

In this section, we analyze data of our previous studies on the
HeartHab application to grasp why personalization is essential for
health applications targeting behaviour change. During both stud-
ies, logs of application usage were collected, detailing which screen
was accessed by the patient and when it was accessed. We analyzed
these logs to determine patients’ needs for the different behavioural
and supporting modules, and to get insights in patients’ objective
engagement with the mobile app. We detected usage sessions of
modules by identifying subsequent accesses to screens of the same
module. Every time there was a change in module, we considered
this a new usage session. In addition, when there were at least
15 minutes between two navigation interactions, we considered
this a new usage session due to the large time of inactivity. At
the end of both studies, an individual, semi-structured interview
was conducted with each study participant. We analyzed the inter-
view data to explain patients’ usage patterns patterns and pinpoint
motivations for personalization.

2.1 Variation over time
When starting towork on a new behaviour change, wewould expect
that people need a lot of support. This support can be provided by
a health application, but also human support from e.g. caregivers
and family is important. At the start of a study, we would expect
that patients use the mobile app multiple times a day, reflecting
the novelty of the application but also the need for support in
making the behaviour change. As patients areworking longer on the
behaviour change and gradually developing a new habit, we would
expect that they become more independent and need less external
support to sustain the behaviour change, which would result in
lower application usage. For the supporting modules, we expect a
rather similar usage pattern as for the behavioural modules, with
the exception that symptom reporting and parameter monitoring

would continue constantly, allowing patients to follow up on their
behaviour change process. For education, we would expect that
patients need more education in the beginning, when they start
working on behaviour changes. Later on, they could go back to
the educational content to rehearse important concepts or look
something up.

In Fig. 1, the average usage of all modules of HeartHab over time
during the crossover trial is depicted. Note that we left out day 1
of the study, because on this day there was a peak in usage, due
to the application demonstration given by the researcher. We can
see that over time, the usage of the health application decreases.
The parameter monitoring module is used the most on average,
followed by the medication adherence module, and the physical
activity module. The symptom reporting and education module
are not used extensively. For education, this could be devoted to
the fact that the patients that participated in this trial already fin-
ished their rehabilitation quite some time ago (participation to the
study was offered as boost therapy), which could mean that they
already received the required information earlier, during their su-
pervised rehabilitation. For example, PAT012 clearly stated in the
semi-structured interview that he/she only watched one video be-
cause he/she already received all information from the hospital. For
the symptom monitoring, the low usage could be devoted to the
fact that symptoms reported in the mobile app were not monitored
by the caregivers. In the interview, most patients indicated that
they would find it useful to report symptoms if their caregivers
would actively follow up the reported symptoms. However, some
patients still preferred to have the opinion of the doctor regarding
symptoms.

Figure 1: Average usage of the different modules over time
during the crossover trial of HeartHab.

2.2 Differences between individual patients
Each patient has a unique profile, consisting of personal needs,
preferences, motivations, goals, etc. When looking at a specific
behavioural module, we would expect that some patients have a
higher need for support than others. Based on interviews after the
study, we conclude that there are multiple reasons for a detected
higher usage, including needing more support for the behavioural
goal, liking the features offered in the behavioural module, and
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enjoying the activities related to the behavioural goal (e.g. patients
that like to do sports).

Fig. 2 illustrates the usage of the physical activity module of
HeartHab by three different patients during the crossover trial. We
chose these three patients, since they had varying usage patterns
for the physical activity module. From these three patients, PAT018
used the physical activity the most, almost daily. PAT002 also used
the physical activity module frequently, whereas PAT030 used the
module only sporadically. For both PAT002 and PAT018, there is
quite a constant usage of the physical activity module over time.
This could be devoted to the fact that the patient did not change
his/her behaviour yet, enjoyed exercising in general, or liked the
support of the physical activity module. To be able to pinpoint this,
we should look at the relation with the outcome values (in Section
2.4) and qualitative data collected in interviews and questionnaires.

For this particular example, we found a rationale for patients’
usage patterns by analyzing the data of the interviews. PAT018
mentioned that the application encouraged him/her to increase
his/her efforts for physical activity. In contrast, PAT002 mentioned
that he/she was already physically active, so the application did
not encourage him/her to be more physically active. Nevertheless,
he/she still found the visualizations offered in the application mo-
tivating, indicated by the frequent usage of the physical activity
module. Lastly, PAT030 had problems using technology in general
and as a result did not use the application (including the physical
activity module) a lot.

Figure 2: Usage of the physical activitymodule over time for
patients PAT002, PAT018 and PAT030 during the crossover
trial of HeartHab.

2.3 Differences between modules
Dependent on the module at hand, i.e. the target behaviour (for
a behavioural module) or the provided support (for a supporting
module), a patient has different needs for support. When looking
at medication, some cardiac patients already have a good medica-
tion adherence and do not need frequent reminders and support in
improving their medication adherence (e.g. PAT012, PAT017, and
PAT018). However, others have a very hard time taking their medi-
cation regularly, requiring extensive support to work on improving
their medication adherence (e.g. PAT015, PAT020, and PAT021).

Each behaviour change has some unique characteristics, requiring
different behaviour change techniques. In addition, some patients
might have more trouble working on multiple behaviour changes
simultaneously, whereas for others this is not a big challenge and
they easily use the application for diverse behavioural goals. Also,
patients’ needs for a particular target behaviour change over time,
e.g. based on changes in their risk profile or motivation.

During the crossover trial of HeartHab, all patients had all mod-
ules available at all times. In Fig. 3, the usage of the differentmodules
over time for patient PAT007 is depicted for the crossover trial. We
chose patient PAT007, because the usage frequency for the differ-
ent modules was highly variant. Also, this patient indicated in the
interview that he/she would definitely want to continue using the
application after the trial, indicating that this patient is an adopter
of our application. The most frequently used module for this pa-
tient was parameter monitoring, highlighting the patient’s desire
for parameter follow-up. However, the high number of usages of the
module can be devoted to the parameter overview being the home
screen of the application, but also the patient’s perceived useful-
ness of the parameter overview. When looking at the behavioural
modules, the medication adherence module was used more than the
physical activity module. This could be devoted to the fact that the
patient valued the medication reminders, that made sure he/she did
not miss a single intake moment. Furthermore, taking medication
is a daily activity for all cardiac patients, whereas not all patients
succeed in incorporating daily exercise training in their life. The
patient more frequently used the behavioural modules medication
adherence and physical activity than the supporting modules edu-
cation and symptom reporting. Especially the symptom reporting
module was not used frequently, which is a general trend that we
observed for all patients. This is a positive finding, since patients
only had to use this module when they experienced symptoms e.g.
pain on the chest.

Figure 3: Usage of the different modules over time for pa-
tient PAT007 in the crossover trial of HeartHab.

In the evolutionary study of HeartHab, the module configuration
was updated over time. In Fig. 4, the usage of the different modules
during the evolutionary study is depicted for patient PAT042. Dur-
ing the first week, the patient had only access to the behavioural
module medication adherence and the supporting modules param-
eter monitoring and education. During the second week, all be-
havioural and supporting modules were activated and used by
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the patient. However, the usage of the newly added behavioural
module (i.e. physical activity) was less than the already available
behavioural module (i.e. medication adherence). At the start of
week 3, the medication adherence module was removed. We notice
that starting from week 3, the patient uses the application less fre-
quently. In the last two weeks of the study, the patient only had the
two supporting modules (i.e. education and parameter monitoring).
However, these were only used occasionally by the patient.

Figure 4: Usage of the different modules over time for pa-
tient PAT042 in the evolutionary study of HeartHab.

It is remarkable that when a new behavioural module was in-
troduced (i.e. physical activity), the usage of the other behavioural
module (i.e. medication adherence) did not drop noticeably, espe-
cially because the patient indicated in the interview that he/she
found the registration of medication intake useless because he/she
was already compliant. However, the patient would prefer to have
all functionalities available at all times, which would positively
influence his/her application usage since as there are more fea-
tures he/she uses the application more often. We believe that the
changes in module usage when the application is updated (e.g.
adding/removing a module) are patient- and module-dependent.

Furthermore, it can be noticed that in the evolutionary study
the education module was used more often than in the crossover
trial. A possible explanation could be that the patients liked the
fact that the education changed over time, accounting for their
needs and preferences. Another reason could be the difference in
study population, since in the evolutionary study patients that were
finishing the rehabilitation program in the rehabilitation center
were recruited. The analysis of the questionnaire data revealed
that all patients felt better informed. Furthermore, for all three
patients, the perceived usefulness of the tailored educational videos
increased during the study. The continuous usage of the supporting
modules (i.e. parameter monitoring and education) throughout the
entire evolutionary study highlights patients’ need for educational
information and desire for follow-up of their medical values (e.g.
weight).

2.4 Correlation with outcomes
As a last analysis, we look at the relation between the usage of a
behavioural module and the related outcome parameter. We hy-
pothesize that when patients have changed their behaviour and

thus have good results for the related outcome parameter(s), they
would use the related behavioural module less. However, looking
at the data learns us that for some patients it is hard to see this
relationship clearly, as for example for PAT001 in Fig. 5. However,
there are also other possible reasons why the usage of a certain
module could decrease or even drop to zero. E.g., a patient could
become demotivated and stop working on the behaviour change or
alternatively, the patient could lose interest in the application, or
seek other support for the behaviour change. To be able to grasp
why a patient uses a behavioural module less or even abandons
the application, a correlation analysis of the behavioural module
usage and the outcome parameter can be made. For this paper, we
focused on a graphical approach for analyzing this relationship (Fig.
5), which is complementary to the more detailed mixed-methods
analyses that was already performed [17].

Figure 5: Usage of the medication adherence module (bars)
and self-reported medication adherence (line) over time for
patient PAT001 during the crossover trial of HeartHab.

Another reason to consider correlation analysis of usage data
and outcome parameters is to detect if the behavioural module is ef-
fective at improving the patient’s behaviour. When the behavioural
module is effective, a high usage of the module should result in an
improvement in the outcome parameter. However, when following
this reasoning, additional data about other parallel interventions
should be collected, so these can be taken into consideration. In Fig.
5, we see that the medication adherence of patient PAT001 is quite
varying over time, despite almost daily usage of the medication
module. The average self-reported medication adherence is quite
good (81.28 percent). We can thus conclude that on most days, the
medication module achieved its intended effects. We noticed that
for this patient, almost every time that there is a low self-reported
medication adherence, this was preceded or coincided with a lower
usage of the medication module. Furthermore, we see that at day
54 the patient stopped using the medication module and thus did
no longer report his/her medication adherence.

2.5 Summary
Based on the analysis of our former studies with both the static
and the evolutionary version of HeartHab, we identified four key
motivations to personalize health applications targeting behaviour
change:
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• Each patient has a unique profile, consisting of personal
values, needs, goals, and preferences (Section 2.2);

• Patient needs evolve over time (Section 2.1);
• Patient needs are dependent on the module or behavioural
goal (Section 2.3);

• Patient needs can be correlated with outcome measures to
evaluate if the application has the intended effects (Section
2.4).

In our analysis, we mainly looked at moment-to-moment engage-
ment with the application in terms of application usage. However,
studies have drawn attention to issues with using only behavioural
indicators to assess engagement [24]. E.g., the most commonly cited
problem is lurking, i.e. when users are just looking at the screen
without performing the expected actions. We recognize the need to
combine objective measures of engagement with experiential en-
gagement that can be assessed using questionnaires and interviews,
which can give us a detailed insight if patients’ engagement with
the application resulted in the desired impact on their motivation
and supported them in their behaviour change process.

Furthermore, qualitative research techniques are essential to pro-
vide an explanation for the application usage patterns. For example,
when there is a drop in application usage for a certain module, this
could be caused by a lack of motivation, disinterest in the applica-
tion, or no need to work on the related behavioural goal. As we
illustrated, qualitative techniques such as interviews or question-
naires can be used to gain a deeper insight and identify the reason
for lower application usage or usage of a specific module. By com-
bining these qualitative and quantitative methods, conclusions can
be drawn about which personalization techniques work better for a
specific patient in a particular context (as we did for the HeartHab
crossover trial [17]).

3 PERSONALIZING A HEALTH APPLICATION
BASED ON USAGE AND OUTCOME DATA

As we identified key motivations to personalize, a next step is
to effectively personalize a health application. In this section, we
present an approach to personalize a health application based on
outcome and usage data that was collected in previous studies. Our
proposed approach consists of the following five steps:

(1) Collecting data for personalization
(2) Detecting patient profiles using clustering methods
(3) Understanding patient profiles using a graphical representa-

tion
(4) Describing patient profiles using personas
(5) Personalizing a health application according to patient pro-

files
We envision our proposed approach to be used in the following

three situations: 1) transform a one-size-fits-all health application
into a personalized application based on data collected in previous
studies using the application, 2) enhance the personalization of
a health application based on data collected in previous studies
using the application, and 3) design a new personalized application
based on data collected from studies on similar applications. In our
example of HeartHab, we are in the second situation, enhancing the
personalization of the app based on data collected in prior studies.
In the future, we see a fourth situation arising from dynamically

adapting the application based on data that is collected during the
study. Since this situation contains some characteristics of each of
the three previously identified situations, similar techniques can be
applied.

3.1 Collecting data for personalization
In studies on health applications various types of data can be col-
lected, ranging from outcome data (e.g. weight) to data on the
application usage (e.g. when does the patient use a certain feature).
When aiming to design a new application or redesign an already
existing application, data of relevant studies can be investigated as
we do in research. However, we can go even one step further and
use this data for the purpose of creating data-driven personas that
drive the design of the application. For example, Zhang et al. [26]
create behavioural personas from raw clicks gathered in telemetry
data from actual application use. This study was one of the first to
investigate the use of real application usage to create data-driven
personas, instead of relying on data collected in surveys. In our
method, we propose to not only rely on behavioural tracking data
collected by actual application usage, but also outcome data, which
is at least equally important in a health context, since using a health
application does not necessarily lead to the intended effects (e.g.
behaviour change, improved medical values, etc.). The strengths
of combining quantitative and qualitative techniques in a mixed-
methods approach has been demonstrated in the past. However,
in the review of Salminen et al. [14] on quantitative persona cre-
ation only 7 out of the 49 included articles employed qualitative
methods in both the initial data collection and the validation. In
our approach, we suggest to augment the application data (usage
and outcome) with data collected in surveys, interviews and user
observations, resulting in a rich data set.

During both studies using HeartHab, we collected varying types
of data. As discussed in Section 2, we collected usage data by log-
ging when the patient accessed a certain screen. Qualitative data
was collected in semi-structured interviews and custom-made ques-
tionnaires, whereas outcome data such as medical values (e.g. blood
pressure) and behavioural data (e.g. sports activities) were collected
through the app, questionnaires and the hospital information sys-
tem. All collected information can be used to enhance the person-
alization of HeartHab.

3.2 Detecting patient profiles using clustering
methods

After the data has been collected, the process of using the data
to improve/design an application can be initiated. In general, we
can consider two types of clustering: manual and automatic. In
manual clustering, a person can detect clusters by analyzing the
data manually by comparing patient characteristics. However, this
is only feasible for small data sets. For larger data sets, automatic
clustering using machine learning algorithms is preferred. In the
“Cluster era" (2010-2013), a lot of research on clustering methods
for data-driven personas has been performed. The most popular
quantitative persona creation analytics methods are (in decreasing
popularity) k-means clustering, hierarchical clustering, principal
component analysis, latent semantic analysis, non-negative matrix
factorization and lastly other newly introduced models [14]. We do
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of patients PAT001, PAT002, PAT007, PAT018 and PAT030 in the HeartHab crossover trial.

not want to express a preference for any of these analytics methods
for clustering the collected data. We suggest that researchers em-
ploy the most suitable technique for their context and the data at
hand. After clustering methods have been applied, each resulting
cluster can be transformed into one patient profile. In this paper, we
consider a patient profile a set of patient characteristics (e.g. gender,
usage patterns, medical condition) that is common for the patients
allocated to a certain cluster, but significantly different from the
other cluster(s).

Given the limited sample size and amount of data for theHeartHab
studies, we performed manual clustering. We used a graphical ap-
proach to identify and select relevant clusters. The graphical rep-
resentation introduced in Section 3.3 supported us in identifying
clusters and patient profiles.

3.3 Understanding user profiles using a
graphical representation

After detecting patient profiles, personas representing hypothetical
archetypes of target users can be created [12]. However, creating
these personas based on the identified clusters might be cumber-
some and difficult depending on the number of resulting clusters
and the magnitude of the clusters. Furthermore, a fine-grained
understanding of the patient profiles is of utmost importance to
employ them effectively when designing an application. In this
paper, we suggest a graphical approach to visualize patient data,
so a thorough understanding of the patient profile can be achieved.
Figure 6 gives an example of some patients that we had a closer
look at in Section 2.

When constructing the visualization, several decisions need to
be made. First of all, it should be decided which data we want to
visualize (i.e. the data represented in Fig. 6). Given the growing
number of data collected by applications, it will be often unfeasible
to visualize all data that we collect about patients. Therefore, it
is important to choose well which data we want to visualize, e.g.

do we want to gain insight into the relationship between outcome
variables (e.g. weight) and application usage (e.g. number of times
using the feature to view the weight evolution) or do we want to
gain insight in only outcome or application usage data?

After deciding upon which type of data we want to visualize, we
should determine the level of detail we want in our data (i.e. the
vertical axis in Fig. 6). Depending on the application at hand, we
can choose to group data on an application module level (e.g. the
physical activity module, the medication adherence module, and
the education module) or on a feature level (e.g. for the physical
activity module, the step tracking feature or the sports reporting
feature).

Next, it should be decided over which time frame we want to
visualize the patient data (i.e. the horizontal axis in Fig. 6). This can
range from all time (from the start until the end of the data stream)
to only a day or even a few minutes. Of course, the possible time
frames that can be selected depend on the richness of the collected
data. Dependent on the selected time frame, a different unit of time
can be defined (e.g. visualize information on a daily vs. monthly
basis).

Dependent on the chosen data, level of detail and time frame,
it should be determined which change in the chosen metric is
relevant to visualize (i.e. indicated as the color gradient in Fig. 6).
For example, if we want to visualize patients daily usage of each
application module of a health application, we use the number of
times that the patient opens the application module on that day
as the metric to visualize. We may want to visualize the number
of uses exactly, or alternatively divide it in certain categories (e.g.
low, medium, and high usage). Another option is to combine both
approaches, e.g. visualize the number of uses exactly as long as it
is below 20 uses on a daily basis.

Lastly, it is important to decide how many patients to include
in your graphical analysis (i.e. the vertical axis in Fig. 6). For large
data sets, it is not possible to visualize all patients at the same
time. Therefore, a decision needs to be made upon the patients
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that you want to visualize. Depending on the size of the clusters,
it might be more feasible to visualize all or only a subset of the
patients. Also, visualizing key patients from different clusters is
an option. In addition, it should be decided if you want to exclude
patients or filter them based on a certain condition. For example,
you may want to exclude patients that did not use the application
extensively, or only have a look at patients with a good medication
adherence. These decisions should be made based on the factors
that differentiate the clusters from one another and/or the research
question at hand.

By analyzing the resulting graphical representation, it is possible
that researchers may want to further separate clusters based on
certain factors or characteristics useful to the domain of interest.
We believe this is valuable, since these parameters might be relevant
to personalize the health application in a later stage.

In the graphical representation for HeartHab (Fig. 6), we visualize
the usage data on a module level for the entire study duration (i.e.
the duration of the study for the patient that participated the longest
in the trial) for the 5 patients that were discussed in Section 2. Each
day in the study is represented by one block. The darker the color of
the block, the more the module was used by the patient on that day.
Blocks in which the patient did not have access to the application
are depicted in grey.

3.4 Describing patient profiles using personas
The graphical representation created in the previous step can pro-
vide researchers insight into the similarities and differences be-
tween different patient clusters. These might help them in con-
structing personas that are relevant and achieve their purpose of
supporting the development of an improved health application.
Salminen et al. [15] analyzed 31 templates for data-driven personas.
Their analysis indicated that the templates varied greatly in their
information richness. They could not find one general template for
data-driven personas. Moreover, it is challenging to create such a
template, due to the variety of outputs of different methods and
divergent information needs of persona users. Therefore, we do not
impose a certain template for the development of a persona, but
rather suggest to choose a template that fits with the goal of using
the persona as a means to design a personalized health application.
When creating a new health application or improving an already
existing application, the created personas can be used during the
design and/or evaluation stage.

Based on the graphical representation for HeartHab (in Fig. 6),
we created personas. In Section 2, we already gave some examples
of such personas. PAT030 is a person that is not tech-savvy and
as a result did not use the application extensively. For this patient
profile, the app should be easy to use and only include features that
the patient is interested in.

3.5 Personalizing a health application
according to patient profiles

The graphical representation and personas that were developed in
the previous steps can be used as input for the design and develop-
ment of a personalized health application. Especially the inspection
of the graphical representation can yield interesting factors to (fur-
ther) personalize the assistive and persuasive features of a health

application or to create a new personalized application from scratch.
The four key motivations to personalize from Section 2 can be used
to analyze the chart and detect similarities and differences across
individual patients, patient groups, or patient clusters, highlighting
directions for personalizing the health application.

We conclude this section by presenting some examples of per-
sonalization features that could be proposed based on the graphical
representation (Section 3.3) and the personas (Section 3.4) for a
health application supporting cardiac patients in pursuing a healthy
lifestyle:

• The graphical representation indicates that there is a group of
patients who always successfully achieve their exercise goals,
but all of a sudden they do not succeed anymore in their goals.
This could be caused by the development of a co-morbidity or
injury (e.g. back problems). In this situation, the application
should not encourage patients to increase physical activity,
because this is not feasible and would frustrate them. It
would be better to divert the patient’s attention to another
behavioural goal (e.g. eating more healthy).

• The graphical representation indicates that people consis-
tently report sports activities on the same days (e.g. always
play tennis on Monday and go biking on Saturday). If they
skip one of those activities (e.g. the patient did not report
tennis on Monday), they do not achieve their weekly exer-
cise goal. The application could be updated as such that if
the patient does not report sports on one of his/her personal
sports days, it prompts the patient to plan a sports session
for another day.

• The graphical representation shows that patients always
open the medication adherence module in the morning. This
might be the ideal time to give a suggestion.

4 DISCUSSION
The use of personalized mobile interventions for lifestyle behaviour
is still in its infancy [19]. Therefore, we investigated in this paper
how to personalize applications targeting health behaviour change.
In this paper, we made the following contributions:

(1) Define four key motivations for the personalization of health
applications;

(2) Propose an approach to personalize health applications based
on prior collected qualitative and quantitative study data,
including an extra step using a graphical representation to
analyze data collected by health applications to understand
patient profiles and detect opportunities for personalization.

One of the major limitations of our work is the limited sample
size and the extent of the log data that we used for the HeartHab
examples described in this paper. Nevertheless, we believe that the
examples and visualizations presented are useful for larger popu-
lations and provide interesting research directions on the synergy
of human-computer interaction and the fields of big data analytics,
machine learning, and artificial intelligence (e.g. clustering).

Recently, there is a trend towards interactive persona systems,
in which persona users can interact with personas e.g. by choosing
the data from which the personas are generated [14]. Although
our presented approach to personalize health applications relies on
data collected in prior studies, it is possible to use our approach in
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an interactive and dynamic fashion. Data can be analyzed at the
moment of collection. This can be done automatically by using ma-
chine learning and artificial intelligence but also manually by using
approaches such as our graphical representation and interactive
personas. We can even go one step further and go to a fully auto-
matic approach that dynamically updates the health application in
real-time. For this to be possible, the application should be defined
in a configurable or rule-based fashion, such that complete modules
or features can be activated, deactivated or altered.

5 CONCLUSION
Personalization can be employed in health applications to motivate
patients for behaviour change. However, till data, the use of per-
sonalization in health applications targeting behaviour change is
limited. Based on data collected in our former studies, we identified
four key motivations to personalize applications supporting health
behaviour change. We presented a mixed-methods approach for
the design of a personalized health application that uses qualita-
tive and quantitative data to identify patient profiles and highlight
directions for personalization. The main difference between our
proposed approach and other existing approaches (e.g. data-driven
personas) is the use of a graphical representation to understand
patient profiles and identify ways to personalize health applications.
We hope that our research can be a first step in making big data sets
collected from studies easier to understand and usable for building
successful health applications.
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